Constitution Debate/Constitution Worksheet

Using your notes and from yesterday’s debate and your textbook:

1) Two major arguments from the Federalists:
   a. –
   b. –

2) Two major arguments from the Anti-Federalists:
   a. –
   b. –

3) In your opinion- who made the convincing argument? Why?

4) After the Convention, describe the steps of the ratification process:
   -
   -
   -
   -

5) What role did the Federalist Papers play?

6) Authors and Arguments made?

7) Why were most “Elites” for the Constitution and most “Commoners” against it?

8) Why was it really necessary for the states to agree “unanimously” to ratify?

9) Why was the promise of a “Bill of Rights” crucial to the vote?
For these questions- Go to my website and open “Constitution Qk Look”:

10) What is the first section of the Constitution known as:
   a. What is stated here?

11) What does Article #1 describe? Why do you think it is mentioned first?

12) List 3 of the most important roles that Congress plays:
   a. –
   b. –
   c. –

13) What does Article #2 describe?

14) List 3 of the most important roles that the Executive plays:
   a. –
   b. –
   c. –

15) What does Article #3 describe?

16) What does Article #5 describe?

17) What does Article #6 describe?

18) What does Article #7 describe?

19) Define Popular Sovereignty:

20) Define Federalism:

21) Give 2 examples of “Checks and Balances”
   a. 
   b. 

22) Amendment #1:

23) Amendment #2:

24) Amendment #4:

25) Amendment #15:

26) Amendment #17:

27) Why 27 Questions? Amendment #27: